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Bailiffs
This Thursday we have a meeting for prospective bailiffs at Fishers Green.
At the meeting we will outline their role.
We will need you to complete a form with contact details etc. and the sort of days/times/dates that
you could cover. We will then organise a rota fitting in with your availability.
We will need two passport size photos for a photo I D card
Give me a bell [ 02085053215 or 07989817316] and I can give you more info on the role and
benefits
8 pm at The Club House, Woodbine close, Waltham Abbey, Essex. EN9 3RP

Fisheries
Fishers green
As usual there have been fish caught by those willing to put in a bit of research and fish early and
late while the river is running low and clear. Colour and increased level suits the midday
angler. Barbel to 16lbs and Chub to over 8lbs have been banked.
A few target the Roach and dace and have had some enjoyable days. The trout that showed up
earlier in the season have moved on most likely up to Kings
RSA Relief channel
Running clear for so much of the time it has been hard but a couple of double carp and a few Pike
on lures from the M25 area.
Woodlands
In plain terms it has fished it’s nuts off with fish to 18lbs banked and many multiple catches up to
11 fish in a day.
We have banned a couple of members for fishing here without booking first so please read page
22 of Handbook [ you should have read it all and signed it to that ]
Turnford
Railway has suffered the loss of 27 Eels up to 7lbs, the EA were advised and have taken samples
of dead and some live ones away for testing at their Brampton research establishment
Boot is improving every day with carp to 23lbs Tench to 9lbs and several good Perch.
Old River Lea
Plenty of fish but mainly on the small side Perch Dace and Chublets
Paradise lake
At last things are beginning to pick up. It seems that the stock level maybe too low and the fish
have plenty of natural food, but Crucians and Carp to 9lbs have come ashore.
We are discussing restocking this Tuesday but need to know what members want. Do we want
Tench and Crucians stocked as these are not easily found elsewhere or do we go down the
Carp route.
New river
The river has been stocked with Brown and Rainbow Trout for the fly fishers amongst you.
You don’t need any extra permits but you must phone the Secretary first before visiting to fly fish
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